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Abstract: This paper reports the application of molecular dynamics methods to understand the interactions
between dendritic molecules with spermine surface groups and double-helical DNA. Importantly, we are
able to reproduce the binding effects observed experimentally, indicating that this type of modeling is robust
and reliable. The energetic effects were deconvoluted in order to quantify the binding of each spermine
unit to the DNA double helix. Importantly, for the first-generation dendron G1, DNA binding was adversely
affected by increasing levels of NaCl (>10% of the interaction energy is lost). For second-generation G2
however, we observed a compensation effect, in which some ligands “sacrifice” themselves, losing large
amounts of binding energy with DNA. However, these ligands screen the complex, which enables the
other spermine residues to bind more effectively to DNA. In this way, the multivalent array is able to maintain
its high affinity binding, even as the salt concentration increases (only ca. 1% of the interaction energy is
lost). These modeling studies are in agreement with, and provide a unique insight into, the experimental
results. Clearly, ligand flexibility and ability to reorganize the interactions with DNA are important,
demonstrating that high levels of preorganization and ligand framework rigidity are not always beneficial
for multivalent recognition. The concept suggested by this modeling study, in which ligand “sacrifice” and
binding site screening combine to enable high-affinity binding, is a new paradigm in multivalency.

Introduction

High-affinity molecular recognition of biomolecular targets
is of crucial importance in the development of synthetic systems
capable of intervening in biological pathways; multivalent
recognition is a key principle in enhancing binding strength and
hence developing systems with potential biomedical applica-
tions.1 Experimental studies and mathematical models have
demonstrated that once the first ligand in a multivalent array
has bound to the target, the binding of a second ligand will be
a cooperative, entropically less disfavored process, with a local
concentration effect also enhancing binding.2 There have been

a number of studies in which multivalency has been directly
modeled using computational methods; for example, the widely
investigated interaction between oligosaccharides and lectins has
been studied in some depth,3 as have a range of other multivalent
biological recognition processes.4
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One of the most effective ways of organizing a multivalent
array of ligating groups is to use a dendritic scaffold. Dendrimers
and dendrons are well-defined branched polymers that have
repetitive structures.5 When the multiple surface groups are
ligands, the dendritic scaffolding can be considered to act as a
kind of nanoscaffolding, organizing the ligand array. As such,
dendritic systems have been widely exploited for their potential
applications in multivalent biological recognition.6 Much of the
early work focused on arrays of oligosaccharides and quantified
the advantages that could be gained by the dendritic arrangement
of such ligands.7 There has also been considerable interest in
the ability of dendritic structures to act in a multivalent way to
prevent viral uptake, with particular focus on herpes and HIV
as targets for intervention.8 Modeling studies have highlighted
the influence of shape on anti-HIV efficiency. DNA-binding
dendrimers have been an area of considerable interest,9 an area
of work pioneered by the groups of Tomalia and Szoka, who
used poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM) dendrimers.10 These poly-
cationic, multivalent dendrimers show high affinity for DNA
and can achieve gene delivery into cells.11 Computer modeling
of the interactions between these dendrimers and single-strand
DNA suggested that at high dendritic generations of growth
DNA wrapped itself around the large surface of the dendrimer,
a process that is conceptually related to the interaction between
DNA and polycationic chromatin in the cell nucleus.12 Since

these studies, a wide range of polycationic multivalent den-
drimers and dendrons have been employed in DNA binding and
gene delivery, including systems based on dendritic poly(L-
lysine),13 poly(propyleneimine),14 and other more specialized
dendritic frameworks.15 In general, the affinity for DNA
increases with dendritic generation; that is, as the dendritic
molecules become larger, and more highly charged, binding of
polyanionic DNA is enhanced. The gene delivery profiles also
improve at higher dendritic generation; it is often argued that
this is a consequence of the ability of excess amine groups to
buffer pH within the endosome and hence mediate endosomal
escape.16

We have recently developed a biomimetic approach to
multivalent dendritic systems, reporting dendritic arrays of
spermine (Figure 1) and demonstrating their ultrahigh affinities
for DNA binding.17 Spermine is a naturally occurring tetra-
amine that is used in nature for DNA binding.18 It is an essential
cellular component, being present at millimolar levels.19 Sper-
mine is also widely used to assist in the crystallization of DNA,
and it is well-known that spermine (and related oligoamines
such as spermidine) can induce DNA compaction, bundling,
and aggregation.20 The binding between oligoamines and DNA
has been quite extensively investigated and computationally
modeled using a range of different methodologies.21 In par-
ticular, there has been considerable interest in the interplay
between the DNA binding of tri- and tetracationic amines
(spermidine/spermine) and monocations such as sodium.22 It is
largely accepted that monovalent cations are present in close
vicinity to electronegative sites of the bases in the grooves and
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the anionic phosphate groups and that a cationic ligand such as
spermine has to compete with these cations to achieve binding.
The relatively high biological concentrations of Na+ (>100 mM)
mean that relatively large quantities of spermine are required
to effectively bind DNA.

Our multivalent array of spermine ligands on a dendritic
support (Figure 1) gave rise to high-affinity DNA binding, even
at low concentrations.17 We employed an ethidium bromide
(EthBr) displacement assay to gain a comparative quantitative
estimate of the binding strengths and discovered that the second-
generation system (G2), with nine surface spermine ligands,
displaced 50% of EthBr from its complex with DNA at
concentrations as low as 30 nM. This was a significantly lower
concentration than the high micromolar levels required for
monovalent spermine. Furthermore, we found that the binding
of G2 to DNA, unlike monovalent or trivalent spermine arrays
(G1), was remarkably independent of sodium chloride concen-
tration. Since this preliminary study, we have grafted this
dendritic spermine array onto proteins and demonstrated that
the synthetic nanoscale biohybrids exhibit high DNA affinity.23

We have also modified the structures of the dendrons such that
cellular gene delivery can be achieved.24 Finally, we have
developed degradable multivalent systems, in which the sper-

mine ligands are cleaved from the surface of the dendron,
effectively “switching off” the high-affinity binding.25 However,
we remained fundamentally interested in how the array of
spermine ligands gave rise to the two multivalent binding effects:
(i) high affinity and (ii) NaCl-independent binding. As such,
we decided to apply a molecular dynamics modeling approach
to shed further light on the mode of binding. The results are
presented in this paper. We can rationalize the binding strengths
observed for the dendrons and, importantly, generate a new
understanding of multivalency effects in which some ligands
sacrifice their binding in order to partially screen the interaction
site from competitor species, hence helping protect the recogni-
tion event.

Computational Details

All simulations and data analysis were performed with the
AMBER 9 suite of programs.26 A 21 base-pair double-stranded
B-DNA was generated with the nucgen module of AMBER 9. Each
dendron structure was built using three different residue types: a
central (CEN), a repetitive (REP), and a terminal, charged (+3)
spermine unit (SPM). The force field parameters for these residue
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of dendrons modeled in this paper.
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types were obtained using the antechamber module of AMBER 9.
Each dendron generation (G1 and G2) was then solvated in a TIP3P
water box,27 extending 12 Å from the solute in the three dimensions.
A suitable number of counterions were added to neutralize the
system using the leap module of AMBER 9, removing eventual
overlapping water molecules. The resulting systems, containing the
dendrons, ions, and water, were first minimized and then equili-
brated by running 10 ns NPT molecular dynamics simulations.

From the corresponding equilibrated systems, the water molecules
and counterions were removed, and the B-DNA molecule was
placed with its major groove in the proximity of the G1 and G2
dendrons, respectively. Thus, two 1:1 systems (G1+DNA and
G2+DNA) were generated. Another system, composed of three
G1 and one DNA molecules (3×G1), was created in order to
compare the effect of three G1 molecules (total charge +27)
(3G1+DNA) and one single G2 molecule (total charge +27) on
the DNA-binding energetics. All resulting structures were again
solvated with a water box extending 12 Å from the solute in the
case of the G1 system and 14 Å in the case of the 3×G1 and G2
systems, respectively. Counterions were then added in two steps:
first, only the counterions necessary to ensure system neutrality
were introduced, while, in a further step, the proper amount of Na+

and Cl- ions was added to reproduce the correct experimental salt
concentration. Overall, six molecular systems were prepared: G1
and G2 dendrons in 1:1 complex with DNA (both at ionic strength
of 9.4 and 150 mM NaCl, respectively) and two further systems
composed of G1 dendron complexed with DNA in a 3 to 1 ratio
(3×G1) (at 9.4 and 150 mM NaCl). Table 1 summarizes the main
characteristics of the simulated systems.

Each system was energy minimized and then equilibrated at 300
K by 50 ps molecular dynamics under NVT conditions. This stage
was followed by a density equilibration run (50 ps) under NPT
conditions. The production phase lasted 10 ns under periodic
boundary condition at 300 K and 1 atm, using a time step of 2 fs,
the Langevin thermostat, and a 10 Å cutoff. The particle mesh
Ewald28 (PME) approach was adopted to treat long-range electro-
static effects, and bond lengths involving bonds to hydrogen atoms
were constrained using the SHAKE algorithm.29

All of the production molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were
carried out by using the sander and pmemd module within the
AMBER 9 suite of programs and the parm99 all-atom force field
by Cornell et al.30 working in parallel on 32 processors of the IBM/
BCX calculation cluster of the CINECA calculation center of
Bologna. Table 2 summarizes simulation conditions.

All energetic analyses were performed for a single 10 ns MD
trajectory of each dendron/DNA complex considered, with 200
unbound dendron and substrate snapshots taken from the frames
in the equilibrated data production phase of that trajectory. The
binding free energy for each ligand/receptor system, ∆Gbind, was
calculated according to the molecular mechanics/Poisson-Boltzmann
surface area method (MM-PBSA)31 as

The average values of the enthalpic contribution to ∆Gbind were
calculated by summing the gas-phase energies (Egas ) Eele + Evdw)
and the solvation free energies (∆Gsol ) ∆GPB + ∆GNP).32

The polar component of ∆Gsol was evaluated using the
Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) approach,33 while the nonpolar contribu-
tion to the solvation energy was calculated as ∆GNP ) γ(SASA)
+ �, in which γ ) 0.00542 kcal/Å2, � ) 0.92 kcal/mol, and SASA
is the solvent-accessible surface estimated with the MSMS pro-
gram.34 Finally, the normal-mode analysis approach was applied
to 100 MD frames to estimate the last parameter, i.e., the entropic
contributions (-T∆Sbind).

35

In order to examine the individual contribution of the dendron
residues to DNA binding, the collected MD frames of the 1:1
complexes (both for G1 and G2 at both ionic strengths) were further
processed with the mm_pbsa.pl script of AMBER 9. Accordingly,
the interaction energy between each CEN, REP, and SPM dendron
residue and DNA was calculated, decomposing the affinity energy
on a per residue basis in terms of gas-phase and desolvation
contributions, utilizing the generalized Born method.36

Results and Discussion

Experimentally, the binding of dendrons G1 and G2 to
DNA had previously been assessed using an ethidium
bromide (EthBr) exclusion assay.17,37 For clarity, these data
are briefly described here. In this experiment, EthBr was first
bound to calf thymus DNA, and then the concentration of
dendron required to reduce the fluorescence intensity of EthBr

(27) Jorgensen, W. L.; Chandrasekhar, J.; Madura, J. D.; Impey, R. W.;
Klein, M. L. J. Chem. Phys. 1983, 79, 926–35.

(28) Darden, T.; York, D.; Pedersen, L. J. Chem. Phys. 1998, 98, 10089–
10092.

(29) (a) Ryckaert, J.-P.; Ciccotti, G.; Berendsen, H. J. C. J. Comput. Phys.
1977, 23, 327. (b) Krautler, V.; van Gunsteren, W. F.; Hanenberger,
P. H. J. Comput. Chem. 2001, 5, 501.

(30) Cornell, W. D.; Cieplak, P.; Bayly, C. I.; Gould, I. R.; Merz, K. M.;
Ferguson, D. M.; Spellmeyer, D. C.; Fox, T.; Caldwell, J. W.; Kollman,
P. A. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1995, 117, 5179–5197.

(31) Srinivasan, J.; Cheatham, T. E.; Cieplak, P.; Kollman, P. A.; Case,
D. A. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1998, 120, 9401–09.

(32) Jayaram, B.; Sprous, D.; Beveridge, D. L. J. Phys. Chem. 1998, 102,
9571–9576.

(33) Sitkoff, D.; Sharp, K. A.; Honig, B. J. Phys. Chem. 1994, 98, 1978–
1988.

(34) Sanner, M. F.; Olson, A. J.; Spehner, J. C. Biopolymers 1996, 38,
305–20.

(35) Andricioaei, I.; Karplus, M. J. Chem. Phys. 2001, 115, 6289–92.
(36) Kollman, P. A.; Massova, I.; Reyes, C.; Kuhn, B.; Huo, S.; Chong,

L.; Lee, M.; Lee, T.; Duan, Y.; Wang, W.; Donini, O.; Cieplak, P.;
Srinivasan, J.; Case, D. A.; Cheatham, T. E. Acc. Chem. Res. 2000,
33, 889–897.

(37) (a) Cain, B. F.; Baguley, B. C.; Denny, W. A. J. Med. Chem. 1978,
21, 658–668. (b) Gershon, H.; Ghirlando, R.; Guttman, S. B.; Minsky,
A. Biochemistry 1993, 32, 7143–7151. (c) Delcros, J. G.; Sturkenboom,
M. C. J. M.; Basu, H. S.; Shafer, R. H.; Azollosi, J.; Feuerstein, B. J.;
Marton, L. J. Biochem. J. 1993, 291, 269–274.

Table 1. Main Features of the Dendron/DNA Complexes
Simulated in This Work

complex
[NaCl]
(mM)

water box
volume (Å3)

dendron
chargeb

total number of
added NaCl molecules

total number of
counterion atomsa

G1 150 321 840 +9 29 89
3×G1 150 548 898 +27 50 113
G2 150 470 895 +27 43 99
G1 9.4 321 840 +9 2 35
3×G1 9.4 548 898 +27 3 19
G2 9.4 470 895 +27 3 19

a The total number of counterions in the last column is the sum of
the counterions required for system neutralization and the Na+ and Cl-

ions added to reproduce the experimental ionic concentration (2nd
column). b The 21 base-pair DNA charge has an overall charge of -40;
the terminal nucleotides do not carry a charge in the model.

Table 2. Simulation Conditionsa

complex
[NaCl]
(mM)

cutoff
radius (Å)

simulation
time (ns)

number of water
molecules in the system

total number of
atoms in the system

G1 150 10 10 7847 25 149
3×G1 150 10 10 14 094 44 501
G2 150 10 10 11 885 37 843
G1 9.4 10 10 7901 25 311
3×G1 9.4 10 10 14 188 44 783
G2 9.4 10 10 11 965 38 083

a For 10 ns of simulations run in parallel on 32 Opteron Dual Core
2.6 GHz processors on the IBM BCX/5120 cluster of the CINECA
supercomputer center in Bologna, Italy.

∆Gbind ) ∆Hbind - T∆Sbind (1)

∆Hbind ) Egas + ∆Gsol (2)
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by 50% through competitive binding was determined. These
concentrations (C50 values) are presented in Table 3 and
represent the effective binding of the dendron to DNA. The
lower the value, the more effective the binding, as a smaller
molar amount of dendron is required. The data are also
presented as charge excess (CE50) values, where CE50

represents the charge excess of cationic dendron to anionic
DNA required to reduce the EthBr fluorescence intensity by
50%. These CE50 values are effectively normalized per amine
in the dendron and, therefore, reflect the multivalency of the
dendron-DNA interaction.

The data demonstrated that under low salt conditions, G2
bound to DNA at a lower concentration than G1. Indeed,
achieving DNA binding using this type of assay at concentra-
tions as low as 30 nM is remarkably high-affinity binding.38

However, comparing CE50 values clearly demonstrates that
under low salt conditions the effective amount of amine required
to bind DNA was actually optimized for G1, probably indicating
that not all of the amines of G2 are directly involved in, or
required for, DNA binding. Under high salt conditions, G2 could
still bind DNA at low nanomolar concentrations, whereas for
G1 the concentration of dendron required increased significantly.
Indeed, under these conditions, the CE50 value indicated that
per amine, G2 was far more effective as a DNA binder than
G1, an example of multivalency in action.

In order to model the interaction between the dendrons and
DNA, we used a 21-base-pair B-DNA double strand containing
a mixture of bases (Figure 2). This choice relied on a
compromise between accuracy and computational feasibility.
Both G1 and G2 dendron structures are quite small when
compared to DNA, and a 21 base-pair long DNA therefore
represents the ideal balance to ensure a correct binding mode
but limit the water box dimensions, thus keeping CPU times to
reasonable limits. For the purposes of modeling, we assumed
that G1 had nine protonated amines, while G2 had 27 protonated
amines. Both G1 and G2 were simulated in a water box, with
a single DNA double helix and a single dendron unit (e.g.,
Figure 3), and binding affinities (∆Gbind) were determined using
molecular dynamics methods under both low (9.4 mM) and high
(150 mM) salt conditions (see Computational Details section
for further information). This mimics the previously reported
experimental studies, which were performed under these condi-
tions (Table 3). The computational energies are reported as an
average across a number of snapshots obtained from the
molecular dynamics trajectories.

According to the MM/PBSA simulation scheme, the binding
energies ∆Gbind (Table 4) can be divided into enthalpic and

entropic terms, ∆Hbind and ∆Sbind (eq 1). The enthalpic term,
∆Hbind, can be further split into the sum of noncovalent
interactions between receptor and ligand in vacuum (Egas) and
a solvation correction (∆Gsol) according to eq 2. The more
negative the value of ∆Gbind, the greater the affinity between
dendron and DNA. By comparing the data modeled under low
and high salt conditions in terms of differences in thermody-
namic parameters, we were able to evaluate the dependence on
salt concentration. On analyzing the data in Table 4, it is
immediately apparent that the calculations based on dendron
G1 (considering the presence of either one or three dendrons)
exhibit pronounced salt dependency, i.e., nonzero and non-
negligible difference in ∆Gbind values. On the other hand, it is
immediately apparent that the overall binding affinity of G2 to
DNA does not appear to depend in any significant way on the
concentration of NaCl. Furthermore, the decrease in ∆Gbind

values for G1 of 1.3 kcal mol-1 would reflect a weakening in
(38) Zadmard, R.; Schrader, T. Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. 2006, 45, 2703–

2706.

Table 3. Previously Reported Experimental Data for the Binding of
G1 and G2 to Calf Thymus DNA as Determined by EthBr
Displacement Assay17a

dendron
C50

b (nM)
9.4 mM NaCl

C50
b (nM)

150 mM NaCl
CE50

c

9.4 mM NaCl
CE50

c

150 mM NaCl

G1 76 300 0.61 2.70
G2 30 28 0.81 0.76

a Higher C50 and CE50 values represent less effective binding of the
dendron to DNA. b C50 represents the concentration (in nM) of dendron
required to displace 50% of the EthBr ([DNA base] ) 1 µM, [EthBr] )
1.26 µM). c CE50 represents the charge excess (ratio of protonatable
nitrogen atoms on the dendron to deprotonatable phosphate groups on
the DNA) at which 50% of EthBr is displaced.

Figure 2. Structure of the double-helical DNA used for modeling in this
paper.

Figure 3. Model of G2 dendron bound to DNA at 150 mM NaCl
concentration. DNA double helix shown in ribbon form, dendron G2 shown
as atomic structure, Na+ (purple), Cl- (green).
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binding by approximately an order of magnitude, a significant
change. Clearly, in general terms, these molecular dynamics
calculations appear to be in agreement with the experimental
data presented in Table 3.

For each system, the enthalpy of binding is negative (favor-
able), as is the entropy (unfavorable). This indicates that
recognition between the dendron surface and the DNA double
helix is, as might have been expected, enthalpically driven by
the electrostatic interactions between the protonated amines and
the anionic phosphate groups. The entropy decreases because
the complex is more ordered than the individual components.
It is interesting to note that the enthalpy of interaction (∆Hbind)
between G1 and DNA is significantly affected by the increase
in salt concentration (decrease in magnitude of 8.5 kcal mol-1).
On the other hand, the enthalpy of interaction between G2 and
DNA is effectively and surprisingly unaffected by the increase
in salt concentration. Similarly, the entropy of binding between
G1 and DNA is perturbed (albeit slightly less) by increasing
salt concentration (7.2 kcal mol-1), whereas for G2 binding
DNA, T∆Sbind is basically unaffected by salt. We will consider
a structural rationale for these differences in more detail later
on.

The salt-induced difference in ∆Gbind for the (3×G1) system
(2.5 kcal mol-1) is smaller than the corresponding value obtained
for the G1 system multiplied by a factor of 3 (1.3 × 3 ) 3.9
kcal mol-1). This is as expected, because the presence of one
ligand bound to the DNA will affect the binding of the second
and third ligands. Moreover, in comparing the ∆Gbind values
reported in Table 4, the affinity ∆Gbind for the 3×G1 system is
more favorable than that for G1 multiplied times 3. This is the
case under both low and biologically relevant salt concentrations
and is in agreement with the cooperative binding observed
regarding the condensation of DNA with multiple ligands
previously reported.39 Comparing the binding of three G1
dendrons to the DNA double helix with one single G2 molecule,
both systems have the same amount of charge involved in the
electrostatic interactions (total charge ) +27 in both cases).
For G2 and 3×G1 (in both salt concentrations) the enthalpic
values for DNA binding are quite similar. However, the 3×G1
system binding DNA is characterized by a smaller entropic cost
(-T∆S) than G2. We propose that G2 loses more degrees of
freedom than the three, smaller G1 molecules, in order to
achieveaDNAbindingconformation inwhichall spermine-DNA
interactions are optimized. However, the entropic cost of 3×G1
binding DNA is more salt dependent than the binding of G2.
Clearly the introduction of multiple dendron molecules into the
modeling is nontrivial. Therefore, for the remainder of the study,
we concentrated on using 1:1 complexes and focused on the
effect of salt on the energetics of DNA binding.

In order to probe the binding in more detail, we considered
the 1:1 complexes as an assembly of residues. The dendrons

were considered to be composed of three different kinds of
residue (Figure 4). CEN (yellow) is the benzyl carbamate
protecting group at the focal point of the dendron, REP (blue)
is the repetitive unit of the Newkome-type dendron (amide-
ether repeat unit, Figure 1), and SPM (red) represents the surface
spermine groups. This decomposition allowed us to gain insight
into the interaction between each individual residue and the
DNA double helix and, hence, fully understand the origins of
binding.

In Table 5, we consider the energetic values for each residue
within the dendron structure. This allows us to look in greater
depth at the energetic components of binding. The energetic
components reported in Table 5 can be defined in terms of eq
4; that is, they represent the difference between the energy of
the dendron/DNA complex (Ecomplex) and the sum of the energies
of dendron and DNA taken separately (Edendron + EDNA).
Negative energy values indicate attractive forces and the
thermodynamic tendency to form a complex.

Gas-phase energies (Egas) for each residue are composed of
electrostatic and van der Waals interaction contributions (Eele

and Evdw, respectively) according to eq 5.

The in Vacuo gas-phase energy for each residue (Egas) was
then corrected according to solvation to give the total energy
Etot. The mm_pbsa.pl script of AMBER 9 does not support the
Poisson-Boltzmann solvation method for residue energy de-
composition, and therefore the generalized Born method was
used to correct the gas-phase energies for solvation. Accordingly,
the Etot values listed in Table 5 are different from the
corresponding ∆Hbind values reported in Table 4. However, the

(39) (a) Mel’nikova, Y. S.; Lindman, B. Langmuir 2000, 16, 5871–5878.
(b) Orberg, M.-L.; Schillen, K; Nylander, R. Biomacromolecules 2007,
8, 157–1563.

Table 4. Thermodynamic Parameters Determined by Molecular Dynamics Methods for the Binding of Dendrons G1 and G2 to DNAa

9.4 mM NaCl 150 mM NaCl

dendron ∆Hbind -T∆Sbind ∆Gbind ∆Hbind -T∆Sbind ∆Gbind

G1 -114.8 ( 11.3 +53.1 ( 10.4 -61.7 -106.3 ( 12.3 +45.9 ( 17.0 -60.4
G2 -310.0 ( 16.1 +113.9 ( 13.7 -196.2 -310.2 ( 11.5 +114.0 ( 14.4 -196.2
3×G1 -311.9 ( 10.2 +92.1 ( 19.9 -219.8 -316.9 ( 16.3 +99.7 ( 15.2 -217.3

a Analysis performed at two different salt concentrations. All data are in kcal mol-1..

Figure 4. Depiction of G2 indicating the three different types of structural
residue. CEN (yellow), REP (blue), and SPM (red). The SPM ligands are
expected to be the primary source of DNA binding affinity.

Etot)Ecomplex - (Edendron + EDNA) (4)

Egas ) Eele + Evdw (5)
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trends from the two approaches are in excellent agreement, and
this deconvolution approach is particularly useful, as it allows
us to determine the relative binding effects of each individual
residue. Intuitively, the major contributions to desolvation come
from the bound spermine residues, as can be easily derived from
the values shown in Table 5 and further in Table 8.

It is clear from Table 5 that the spermine residues are, as
expected, primarily responsible for interacting with the DNA
double helix. Furthermore, it is evident that this binding can be
almost completely ascribed to electrostatic interactions between
protonated nitrogens on the spermine ligands and anionic
oxygens on the phosphate groups of DNA; that is, Eele dominates
the Egas term, while Evdw is negligible. Focusing on spermine
residues (SPM) 5, 6, and 7, it is evident that the binding of
these units is more uniform at 9.4 mM NaCl than at 150 mM
NaCl.

In order to more accurately represent the differences in each
of the interaction energies caused by changing the salt concen-
tration, we report in Table 6 the change in each of these
parameters (∆Eele, ∆Evdw, ∆Eint, and ∆Etot) as defined by eq 6.

In this analysis, a positive number indicates a large and
unfavorable effect of high salt conditions on the interaction energy.

In particular, it should be noted that SPM 5 is particularly strongly
affected by high salt conditions, with Etot dropping by 6.1 kcal
mol-1. It is worth noting that the ∆Etot values derived by this
method are in good agreement with the variations in ∆Hbind values
between 150 and 9.4 mM conditions, which can be derived from
Table 4, indicating a pleasing confluence in the way in which these
computational approaches deal with the differences caused by
changing the salt concentration.

Figure 5 illustrates average snapshots of the dynamic interac-
tion between G1 and DNA at 9.4 mM (A, C) and 150 mM (B,
D) NaCl concentrations. In these images, the SPM residues of
G1 are colored red; everything else in the structure of G1 is
colored yellow. It is evident that at 9.4 mM NaCl all of the
SPM groups are involved in the binding and are oriented toward
DNA. However, at 150 mM NaCl, the SPM 5 residue is very
distant from DNA. This explains why the interaction between
SPM 5 and the DNA is significantly weakened under these
conditions (Table 6). We reason that the ability of SPM 5 to
bind to polyanionic DNA is hindered by the greater quantity of
ions in the surrounding solvent, which provide competitive
interactions. This observation that there are fewer effective
interactions between the SPM ligands of G1 under high salt
conditions and DNA is in agreement with the data in Table 4,
which indicated that, for G1, the magnitude of ∆Hbind decreased
by 8.5 kcal mol-1 on increasing the NaCl concentration.
Furthermore, the structural picture helps explain why T∆Sbind

decreased in magnitude by 7.2 kcal mol-1 on increasing the
NaCl concentration (Table 4); the binding is less entropically
disfavored under high salt conditions as one of the spermine
ligands remains unbound to the DNA, hence retaining significant
flexibility.

The same analysis was then performed for dendron G2. On
this occasion, only the data for the SPM residues are reported,
as it was determined that they are the crucial residues in the
binding process. Table 7 presents the interaction energy data
for G2 with DNA. As in Table 5, the residues reported in Table
7 are numbered in increasing order starting from CEN, through
REP to SPM, and since the spermine units are the most crucial
in binding, only the values for SPM groups are reported. Table
7 indicates that at high salt levels, SPM units 15, 16, 17, and
18 show the highest magnitude values of Egas and Etot. These
units belong to two different sub-branching motifs of G2. The
third sub-branching motif, which contains SPM 20, 21, and 22,
appears to have lower interaction energies when binding to
DNA.

Table 5. Interaction Energies Determined for Individual Residues within the G1 Dendron Structure Interacting with DNAa

9.4 mM NaCl 150 mM NaCl

residuef number Evdw
b Eele

c Egas
d Etot

e Evdw
b Eele

c Egas
d Etot

e

CEN 1 -3.3 +11.1 +7.8 -4.1 -5.5 +11.1 +5.6 -5.5
REP 2 -0.6 -11.5 -12.1 -0.1 -0.5 -10.1 -10.6 +0.1
REP 3 -2.3 -25.1 -27.4 -5.4 -2.3 -25.4 -27.7 -5.0
REP 4 -2.8 -11.7 -14.5 -0.9 -2.1 -5.2 -7.3 -0.7
SPM 5 -1.1 -1054.5 -1055.6 -18.0 -0.5 -840.8 -841.3 -11.8
SPM 6 -1.3 -1055.0 -1056.3 -23.4 -2.1 -1145.9 -1147.9 -23.1
SPM 7 -9.7 -1114.5 -1124.2 -22.9 -2.4 -940.3 -942.7 -20.7

total molecule -3282.3 -74.6 -2971.9 -66.7

a Energies represent the difference between the complex and the two individual components. Negative values represent favorable interactions. Evdw

and Eele represent van der Waals and electrostatic interaction energies, which are combined to yield the overall in Vacuo energy, Egas. After correction
for solvation, this energy is converted into Etot. All energies are reported in kcal mol-1. b Evdw represents the van der Waals interaction energy. c Eele

represents the electrostatic interaction energy. d Egas represents the combination of Evdw and Eele to yield the overall in Vacuo nonbonded energy. e Etot

represents the total energy after correction for solvation. f CEN represents the central unit at the focal point of the dendron, REP represents the repeat
unit of the dendritic architecture, and SPM represents the spermine residues.

Table 6. Differences in Interaction Energies (∆E) for Each
Residue of Dendron G1 on Changing from Low Salt (9.4 mM) to
High Salt Conditions (150 mM)a

residuef number ∆Evdw
b ∆Eele

c ∆Egas
d ∆Etot

e

CEN 1 -2.2 0.0 -2.2 -1.4
REP 2 0.0 +1.5 +1.5 +0.3
REP 3 0.0 -0.3 -0.3 +0.4
REP 4 +0.7 +6.5 +7.2 +0.2
combined framework +6.2 -0.6
SPM 5 +0.6 +213.7 +214.4 +6.1
SPM 6 -0.7 -90.9 -91.6 +0.3
SPM 7 +7.3 +174.1 +181.4 +2.2

combined SPM ligands +302.2 +8.6
total molecule +308.4 +8.0

a Positive data represent a decrease in interaction energy on going
from low to high salt conditions. All data are presented in kcal mol-1.
b Evdw represents the van der Waals interaction energy. c Eele represents
the electrostatic interaction energy. d Egas represents the combination of
Evdw and Eele to yield the overall in Vacuo nonbonded energy. e Etot

represents the total energy after correction for solvation. f CEN
represents the central unit at the focal point of the dendron, REP
represents the repeat unit of the dendritic architecture, and SPM
represents the spermine residues.

∆E ) E(150 mM) - E(9.4 mM) (6)
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Table 8 quantifies the differences caused by increasing salt
concentration. It is evident that some SPM residues are disturbed
by NaCl, while the binding of other SPM units to DNA is
actually enhanced. For example, it is clear from the Egas values
that the interactions of SPM 19, 20, and 21 are adversely
affected by the increase in NaCl concentration. However, the
binding of the other units to DNA is significantly enhanced on
increasing salt concentration, in particular SPM 15, 16, and 18.
Overall, this means that the effect of increasing NaCl concentra-
tion is minimal on the strength of the complex. Indeed, Etot

changes only by 1.8 kcal mol-1, less than 1% of the total. This
is in marked contrast with the results for G1, where increasing
the NaCl decreased the magnitude of Etot by more than 10%.
This agrees with the experimental studies, which showed that
the binding of G1 to DNA was adversely affected by NaCl,
while the binding of G2 to DNA was not.

Snapshots of the binding modes are illustrated graphically
in Figure 6, allowing us to visualize the data presented in Tables
7 and 8. Importantly, it can be seen that SPM residues 15, 16,
17, and 18 are, under high salt conditions, closest to the DNA
double helix and hence forming the most effective interactions.
Conversely, SPM 20, 21, and 22 are more distant from the DNA
and hence interact with it less effectively. Importantly, focusing
on those SPM residues that change their interaction energies
on increasing the salt concentration, as the NaCl concentration
increases, SPM residues 19, 20, and 21 appear to “sacrifice”
their own interaction with the DNA double helix and are turned

more toward the external surroundings. Some of these units then
form interactions with the chloride ions (e.g., SPM 19);
accordingly, ∆Etot is much smaller than the large ∆Egas, as
binding to chloride partly compensates for the loss of interaction
with DNA. Furthermore, these units act as a kind of barrier,
protecting the remaining residues from the surrounding medium,
a screening effect. Hence, the interaction between SPM residues
15, 16, and 18 with DNA strengthens, in spite of the higher
ionic strength.

This modeling therefore indicates a crucial role that multi-
valent ligands can play in enhancing binding. The entropic/local
concentration benefits of multivalency are well-known and often
stated, but in this case, the multivalent ligand plays an active
role in enhancing binding under highly competitive conditions.
It achieves this by the “sacrifice” of several ligand groups that
form interactions with the medium and effectively screen the
complex from the electrostatic medium. The remaining ligands
are then able to organize their interactions with DNA within
this screened region, binding it with enhanced affinity, hence
ensuring that binding strength is able to evade the competitive
influence. Such medium effects are well-known within dendritic

Table 7. Interaction Energies Determined for Individual Residues within the G2 Dendron Structure Interacting with DNAa

9.4 mM NaCl 150 mM NaCl

residuef number Evdw
b Eele

c Egas
d Etot

e Evdw
b Eele

c Egas
d Etot

e

SPM 14 -2.8 -921.5 -924.2 -21.4 -2.1 -979.2 -981.3 -18.3
SPM 15 -4.4 -1078.7 -1083.0 -23.9 -3.9 -1141.8 -1145.7 -29.4
SPM 16 -1.8 -1052.2 -1054.0 -19.2 -2.1 -1193.1 -1195.2 -28.9
SPM 17 -8.0 -1177.8 -1185.8 -39.8 -4.9 -1199.0 -1203.9 -36.1
SPM 18 -3.4 -990.1 -993.5 -16.4 -5.1 -1029.7 -1034.9 -23.6
SPM 19 -3.2 -1107.2 -1110.3 -11.1 -0.2 -786.2 -786.4 -9.5
SPM 20 -1.7 -998.9 -999.5 -20.6 -1.0 -953.1 -954.1 -18.1
SPM 21 -1.0 -940.2 -941.1 -19.7 -0.1 -763.3 -763.5 -9.7
SPM 22 -3.8 -959.5 -963.3 -21.7 -3.4 -994.3 -997.7 -18.4
combined SPM ligands -9254.9 -193.7 -9062.6 -191.9

a Energies represent the difference between the complex and the two individual components. Negative values represent favorable interactions. All
energies are reported in kcal mol-1. b Evdw represents the van der Waals interaction energy. c Eele represents the electrostatic interaction energy. d Egas

represents the combination of Evdw and Eele to yield the overall in Vacuo nonbonded energy. e Etot represents the total energy after correction for
solvation. f SPM represents the spermine residues.

Table 8. Differences in Interaction Energies (∆E) for Each
Residue of Dendron G2 on Changing from Low Salt (9.4 mM) to
High Salt Conditions (150 mM)a

residuef number ∆Evdw
b ∆Eele

c ∆Egas
d ∆Etot

e

SPM 14 +0.7 -57.8 -57.1 +3.1
SPM 15 +0.5 -63.2 -62.7 -5.5
SPM 16 -0.3 -140.8 -141.2 -9.7
SPM 17 +3.1 -21.2 -18.1 +3.7
SPM 18 -1.7 -39.6 -41.4 -7.2
SPM 19 +2.9 +321.0 +323.9 +1.6
SPM 20 +0.7 +44.8 +45.4 +2.5
SPM 21 +0.8 +176.8 +177.7 +10.0
SPM 22 +0.5 -34.9 -34.4 +3.3

combined SPM ligands +192.3 +1.8

a Positive data represent a decrease in interaction energy on going
from low to high salt conditions. All data are presented in kcal mol-1.
b Evdw represents the van der Waals interaction energy. c Eele represents
the electrostatic interaction energy. d Egas represents the combination of
Evdw and Eele to yield the overall in Vacuo nonbonded energy. e Etot

represents the total energy after correction for solvation. f SPM
represents the spermine residues.

Figure 5. Snapshots of molecular dynamics simulation of dendron G1
binding to double-helical DNA in the presence of the two different salt
concentrations considered. Side views: (A) 9.4 mM NaCl and (B) 150 mM
NaCl. Top views: (C) 9.4 mM NaCl and (D) 150 mM NaCl. Within the
dendron CEN and REP residues are in yellow and the SPM ligands are
shown in red. Water molecules are omitted for clarity, and only the
counterions closer to the complexes are shown.
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molecules,40 but have not previously been suggested to play a
role in enhancing multivalent interactions.

We believe that this modeling study therefore suggests a new
paradigm in multivalency and demonstrates a new mechanism
by which multivalent ligands can exhibit enhanced binding
effects in biological systems; that is, although some ligands may
not bind to the target under certain conditions, they are
nonetheless still playing an active role in enhancing the binding
of the remaining ligands. It is important to note that ligand
flexibility is vital for this effect to be observed. In the case
discussed, the SPM ligands show considerable flexibility,
allowing them to effectively move from either (i) binding DNA
to acting as a protective barrier (SPM 19, 20, 21) or (ii) binding
the DNA with mild affinity to reorganizing so that they can
bind it with considerably higher affinity (SPM 15, 16, 18). It is
sometimes argued that multivalent ligands may be more effective
if they are highly preorganized (and hence rigid). However, this
modeling study would indicate that a degree of flexibility in
the multivalent display of ligating groups can be highly
beneficial in enhancing binding.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have applied molecular dynamics methods
to provide understanding of the interactions between spermine-

terminated dendrons G1/G2 and double-helical DNA. Impor-
tantly, we are able to reproduce the binding effects observed
experimentally, indicating that this type of modeling is robust
and reliable. By considering the dendrons as a series of residues,
it becomes possible to deconvolute the energetic effects for the
binding of each spermine unit to the DNA double helix.
Importantly, it becomes clear that, for G1, DNA binding is
adversely affected by increasing levels of NaCl (>10% of the
binding energy is lost). For G2 however, we observe a
compensation effect, in which some ligands “sacrifice” them-
selves, losing large amounts of interaction energy with DNA.
However, these ligands form a protective barrier for the
complex, which screens and optimizes the interaction between
other spermine units and the DNA double helix. In this way,
the multivalent array is able to maintain high affinity binding
as the salt concentration increases, in agreement with, and
providing a unique insight into, the experimental results. Clearly,
ligand flexibility is of great importance in this case, demonstrat-
ing that high levels of preorganization and ligand-framework
rigidity are not always beneficial for multivalent recognition
processes. This concept of ligand “sacrifice” and binding site
screening/optimization proposes a new paradigm in multivalency
and indicates a new mechanism by which multivalent ligands
may achieve high-affinity binding under a range of conditions.

In the future, we will continue to develop models of dendritic
arrays of ligands and attempt to correlate the behavior of the
models with that observed experimentally, as well as predicting
DNA binding affinities. In particular, issues such as ligand
flexibility, dendron structure, and ligand valency are all of key
interest. We will also attempt to experimentally verify the new
proposals about ligand “sacrifice” and screening/optimization
that result from the modeling data presented here. This
combination of theoretical and experimental work should allow
us to gain unprecedented insight into the multivalent effects
that apply in the binding of this class of dendrons to DNA.
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Figure 6. Snapshots of molecular dynamics simulation of dendron G2
binding to double-helical DNA in the presence of (A) 9.4 mM NaCl and
(B) 150 mM NaCl. Within the dendron CEN is shown in blue, REP in
yellow, and the SPM ligands in red. The DNA is portrayed as a dark gray
shadow, water molecules are omitted for clarity, and only those counterions
in close proximity to the complexes are shown.
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